
Kimi no Uta

Touken Danshi team Sanjou with Kashuu Kiyomitsu

oshiete hoshii
hitori miageru sora ga nijinda wake wo

I want you to tell me
Why did the sky that I was looking at become blurred?

-=-=-=-=-=-=-
deawanakereba

konna kimochi wakaranakatta no ni

If I had not met you
I would not have known such a feeling as this

-=-=-=-=-=-=-
itsumo isshoni ita hazu datta

ano nukumori ga wasurerarenai

We were supposed to be by each other's side always
I cannot forget that one and true simple warmth

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
kimi ni aitakute
demo aenakute

hashiridasu tasogare
sakura mau

Wanting to see you
But not being able to

The fast fading twilight
and falling cherry blossoms

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
donna ni kimi wo oikaketemo
doko made mo toozakaru kage

No matter how much I chase after you
You're a shadow that just keeps moving far away

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
oshiete hoshi

kimi no hitomi no oku ga urunda wake wo

I want you to tell me
Why did your beautiful eyes fill with such tears?

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
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deawanakereba
konna itami wakaranakatta no ni

If I had not met you
I would not have known a pain like this

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
kimi no yokogao yuuhi ga someru

sono kagayaki ni
towa no imi shiru

Looking at you underneath the evening sun
In that radiance

I found the meaning of life
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

kimi ni aitakute
demo aenakute

sakende mo todokanu kono omoi
donna ni kimi wo oikaketemo
doko made mo toozakaru kage

Wanting to see you
But not being able to

These feelings that will not reach you even if I scream 
No matter how much I chase after you

You're a shadow that just keeps moving away
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

kimi ni aitakute
demo aenakute

Wanting to see you
But not being able to
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

kore ijou kizutsuketaku nakute
donna ni kimi wotoozaketemo
doko made mo tsuitekuru kage

I donâ€™t want to hurt you like this anymore
No matter how far away from you I go

You're a shadow that follows me everywhere
-=-=-=-=-=-=-

kimi ni aitakute
demo aenakute

hashiridasu tasogare
sakura mau

Wanting to see you



But not being able to 
The fast fading twilight

and falling cherry blossoms
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

donna ni kimi wo oikaketemo
doko made mo toozakaru kage
itsumo kimi wo sagashiteru yo

No matter how much I chase after you
You're a shadow that just keeps moving far away

*Repeat*

I am always on a search for you
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
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